








majors are "expected" to recruit 
a non -major to take a class in the 
department, according to a 






mental policy effective this term, 
which states that each major is 
expected immediately
 to begin 
practicing 
the role of en-
vironmental 
advocate,"  the 
memo says.
 
A record will 
be
 kept of 
majors who recruit non -majors to 












that "this is not an optional
 ac-
tivity," students are not forced to 
encourage non -majors to take a 
class, according to Donald E. 
Anthrop, environmental studies 
department chairman. 
Since most environmental 
studies students talk up strong 
beliefs anyway, the memo states, 
the faculty thought
 this would be 
no extra burden placed on the 
majors' shoulders. 
"We're just asking the 
students to do what they un-
consciously already
 do," said 
Gary Klee, assistant professor of 
environmental 
studies.  
"The letter was miscon-
strued,"
 Anthrop said. 
"I think he (Klee worded the 
memo too strongly,"
 Anthrop 
said. "I would have written it 
differently."
 
In regards to the record of 
recruits on the personal file, said 
Frank Schiavo, another en-
vironmental studies professor. 
"We'd just like to know who the 
students are bringing in." 

















 in the 
department  and co









I do it anyway.
 I 
encourage students
 to take a 

















memo of what would
 happen if 
you 
don't  recruit,"
 a major 
said.  




 on you 
during  your 
senior  
thesis or seminar." 
"There  are 
certainly  no 
penalties
 if a student
 doesn't 
( recruit )," 
Schiavo said. 
"We 
don't  penalize," 
Klee  
added .....his  
isn't high school 
"The reason 
they gave us 
was to spread the
 word of 
ecology," an environmental 
studies major 
said. -May be it's 
to help raise the enrollment in 
the  
department 
so teachers won't 
lose their jobs." 
According 
to Anthrop, the 




 force students 
to recruit," 
Klee  said, who wrote 






advocate is an attempt to ask the 
students  for help for 
the  
program," Anthrop said. "We 
have a good 
program. The 
department makes a 
real con-
tribution to society." 
"Our department is trying to 
do
 something substantive for this
 
earth,"




































University  Zone Task 
Force, created by the San Jose City 
Council last February is in the 
process of making recom-
mendations
 to the council on com-
munity problems affecting SJSU 




Mavorgenes,  city 
planner,  the idea 





President  John 
Bunzel
 
and former city 
manager  Ted 
Tedesco.
 















 was set up and 
four sub-task 
forces  were created
land use, 
transportation,  public 
safety  and social services. 
Dr. Gail Fullerton, president 
of 
SJSU,  chairs the Land Use sub-task 
force which includes A.S. Vice -
President Joe Trippi as one of its 
members. Its purpose is to study the 
relationship of SJSU and the 
surrounding











commuter  traffic 
in the SJSU 
area
 and its affect





already been handed 
over to the 
University Task Force," 
Mavorgenes said. "They ( the 
recommendations) include the 
status 
of
 one way streets in the area 
such as 10th, 11th, Third and Fourth 
Streets." 
The rape crisis of 1977-78 and the 
problem of drunks in the downtown 
area invoked the 
formation of the 
Public Safety sub-task force. 
The Social Services sub-task 
force is studying the delivery of 
social services to the portion of the 
population
 that most desperately 
need 
them,  according to 
Mavorgenes. 
"At
 the beginning 
of
 this decade 














 down and the 
houses were 






moved  most of 
the patients to 




 of four 
members, 

















relate  the 
problems  they 
are 




 Joe Colla is the 
chairman of the 
University Task 
Force.  Colla's failure to be 
reelected  
won't affect the
 task force because 
its recommendations 
should be in 
front  of the council before Coils 
steps down. 
The sub -task
 forces meet once a 
week or twice 
a month and 
Mavorgenes said that, "overall 
there has been an incredible amount 
of 
cooperation  among diverse 
groups. Everybody 
sits down and 
talks without any 
animosity."  
During many of the meetings, 
guest speakers are brought in to talk 
about their special field and relate 
these
 problems to the members so 
they can get a 
comprehensive  view 
as to the scope of the 
problems.  
The studies conducted by the 
Public Safety sub-task force and the 
Transportation sub
-task force have 
already been completed and, ac-





 completed by the end of 
the year. 
Once the recommendations are 
made, 
they
 are sent to the 
University Zone Task Force
 for 
review  and the report will be made 
public. More 
community meetings 
will then be held 
to discuss the 
recommendations  openly with the 
public. 
From there, the report will go to 
the city council, 
the  Santa Clara 
County Board of 
Supervisors,  the 
transportation 
agencies
 or to the 
state and federal governments, 
whichever  group's jurisdiction the 
recommendations fall under. 
"A lot of the problems are 
caused by 
people  coming, moving 
back to the city," Mavorgenes said. 
"We're looking at an area inhabited 
by 
primaril3  students and 




type of planning effort is 
very desirable because we cross-
section 
the  community that hear the 
problems and listen to possible 
solutions." 
According to Mavorgenes, the 
city council is considering setting up 
a community forum 






























By Mike Myslinski 
Lucius Eastman, chairman of 
the SJSU 
Athletics Board, said the 
panel will decide Wednesday what 
recommendation to make about the 
"unprecedented" number of 
allegations that have been made  
against  the university athletics 
program.
 
The nine -member board, 
charged with scrutinizing the 
athletic program, "can't 
decide  
anything", but can make action 
recommendations to SJSU 









week when the nation 
tries to get smokers to stop for
 
just 









 organizer on 
campus,
 there will be a 








can  signs pledge to not smoke for 
a least a 24 -hour period
 beginning 
Thursday. 




 out literature and 
bumper stickers to interested 
students. 
It's a 
more  postive approach 














































































were by the diplay. 
In fact, she said, some people 
said they 
would  think twice from 
now on before 
they  light up a 
cigarette.  
There's not
 much more 





 to make the 
information available, 
she said. 
That's why she plans no rallies or 
special events. Last 
year  the GAS 








 to be 
apathetic over all. 
Christensen hopes 
to change 
that this year 
with the positive 
angle. 
You only alienate 
smokers  
when you tell 
them  that smoking 
is no good 
for  them, she said. 
Getting their 
defenses  up doesn't 
help them to quit, she added. 
"Why don't you try it for one 
day? Just try it out
 and see what 
happens."
 
The Great American Smoke -
out is officially set for Thursday. 
In addition to the activities 
on 
campus, there will be a noontime 
rally in 
San Antonio Mall. The 
schedule of events includes e 
relay race in which runners a lit 
hand-off a giant cigarette and 
eventually throw it into  a giant 
ashtray.
 
The ashtray is being con-
structed by SJSU art teac her 
Marsha 





The  Athletic Board is a special 
agency of the Academic
 Senate and 
was established by the senate 
in 
1969. The ad hoc panel reports to 
president Fullerton and the 
Academic Council. 
After looking at the bylaws of 
the Athletic Board, Eastman said he 
wasn't sure what the specific powers 
of the panel are and that they are 
"open to interpretation." Athletes or 
anyone named in the reports of 
impropriety will probably 
have
 a 
chance to come before the board and 
prove or disprove the allegations. 
Eastman, also chairman of the 
Philosophy Department, said the 
meeting Wednesday will be closed to 
the public due to 
personnel matters 
on the agenda. The board cannot 
resolve a personnel matter, East-
man emphasized. 
"We couldn't decide 
whether
 to 
hire or fire a 
coach," he said. 
SJSU Athletic Director Bob 
Murphy, an ex -officio member of the 
board, is expected to attend the 
meeting, Eastman said. 
Charges against members of the 
men's athletics department were 
made in 
articles  that have appeared 
in the Daily and the San Jose 
Mercury. 
In May the Daily reported that 
several athletes received money and 
special privileges in violation of 
regulations of the National 
Collegiate Athletic Association and 
the 
Pacific Coast Athletic 
Association, the league in which the 
SJSU football team competes. 
In September
 the Daily reported 
that the former academic
 advisor to 
campus athletes charged that 
academically ineligible athletes 
have played on the football team. 
J.J. Johnson, ex -member of the 
football
 squad, told the Mercury last 
week that 
athletes were obtaining 
easy credits 




where they got units 
allegedly 
without attending class. 
Records
 at I,os Medanos, 




Pittsburgh, showed 10 football 
players were enrolled last spring in 
a course taught by Larry Livers, 
SJSU track coach 
and current 
academic advisor to athletes. 
Throughout  the investigation of 
the  athletic department, athletic 
director  Murphy 
and President
 
Fullerton have denied that im-
proprieties 
occurred or are oc-
curring. 
In the five years Eastman has 
been a member
 of the Athletics 
Board, the athletic
 program has 
never been under attack
 like it has 
been 
recently,  he claimed. 
"This thing is unprecedented." 
"The board could possibly be the 
vehicle" to investigate 
allegations,  
board member
 Nancy McFadden 







entity and not under the purview of 
the athletics department." 
McFadden, A.S. Treasurer, 
pointed out that 
one-third of the 
members 
of the board are students 
and that it is important for students 
to be involved in the investigation. 
Another 
member  of the board, 
Richard Post,
 faculty represen-
tative to men's athletics, said it 
was 
ironic McFadden promoted student 
involvement when no students have 
attended the two 
meetings
 of the 
Athletic Board held so 
far this 
semester. 
"They got invitations," Post 
said, adding that details of 
what 
action the board will take 
probably  
won't be known until the meeting. 
No student members of the 
board could be reached at press 
time. 
The nine members of 
the  board 
are Eastman; McFadden; Post; 











representative to women's 
athletics; Scott Hodgins, A.S. 
Councilman, and Doc Arends, a 
representative from the Spartan 
Foundation.
 
Eastman said the 
Faculty
 
Senate appoints the faculty mem-
bers to the board and that the 
remainder of the members sit on the 
board by reason of the positions they 




 at press 
time where the closed meeting 
would be held Wednesday. He said it 
was originally scheduled for the 
conference 
room in the Journalism 
Building but was rescheduled. 
The board's four 
ex -officio 
members are expected to attend the 
meeting, Eastman said. They are 
Murphy; Hobert Burns, academic 
vice-president; Joyce Mallone, 
women's athletic director and Ellen 











By Brad Haugaard 
The heat you feel from your 
furnace
 this winter may be the end 
result of those breakfast 
leftovers
 
you threw out in 1972. 
The cold omelets and bacon 
from a million Bay Area households 
have been 
tapped as a power source 
by SJSU civil
 engineering graduate 
John Carlson. 
Carlson, presently 
city  engineer 
and 
city  planner for 1,os Altos Hills, 
graduated  from SJS in 1965 
and did 
graduate work 




 for Mountain 








 buried in landfills which 
won him him 
the Charles Walter 
Nichols award of 
the  American 
Public Works 




project began as a study, 
funded for
 $60,000 by the En-
vironmental Protection Agency 






















produce  the 
methane. 
Once Carlson proved
 the process 
worked, the EPA
 gave an additional 
$300,000
 and Pacific Gas and 
Electric Co. gave $450,000 to develop 
the first test model in the nation on 
the bay side of Bayshore Freeway in 
Mountain View. 
He said the 




 could supply 
one percent of 
the 
































 coverage had racist 
overtones is 






Fullerton said later 
she  never 
meant the word 
"racist" to describe 
the 





 last Tuesday 
concerning the 
future




the remark was made 
in the 
context  of an earlier 
discussion of 
affirmative  action in 
which
 she commented 
on how af-
firmative
 action goals might 
be
 kept 
in the face of 
looming employee 
cutbacks.  
"It was in this context that I 
suggested that this 
question (about 
Livers' future at 
SJSU)
 itself might 
have racial overtones," Fullerton 
commented in a 
statement  late 
Thursday. "I intended no reference 
to any of the articles which have 
been written already on Spartan 
athletics. I 
intended
 no such slight 
toward those who have written such 
articles."
 
Fullerton is right in one respect. 
The remark on racism, that such 
questions "almost seemed to be a 
racist attack on this person," was 
clearly not aimed
 at the stories in 
general.
 
However, a following remark 
showed that she
 had the two con-
fused in her mind. 
When asked
 why the questions
 
were 
racist  attacks she 
responded  




No other athletes  were
 men-
tioned in the question 
about  Livers. 
She was clearly 
referring  to the 
stories on the athletes, not 
only 
Larry Livers. 
Sean Silyerthorne Is d 
Spartan
 Daily reporter 
The following day she backed
 
away from the statement, calling 
the 
use of the word racist "un-
fortunate" and that she was
 only 
trying to rise 
to the defense of a staff 
member who 
was  not getting a fair 
shake
 by the media. 
But when
 a sociology Ph.D. 





 the word "racist," it 
cannot be construed
 to be an ar-
bitrary
 use of that word.
 Further, 
when the president of 
a major 
California
 university uses 
such  
words they carry tremcndous im-
pact, 
an
 impact not easily negated 
by following comments intended to 




president is clearl 
disturbed over the recent stories in 
the San 
Jose Mercury 
as well as the 
Daily,
 and feels they
 represent 
one-
sided attacks on Livers and the 
athletes involved. She does not 
understand "what is a questionable 
practice in 
this." 
No charges or accusations have 
been made by the Spartan Daily. It 
has only reported comments by an 
athlete and former 
member  of 
Livers' Los Medanos 
class, J.J. 
Johnson, that his own
 talks with 
other athlete -students in the class 
have indicated that they saw the 
class as an easy way to pick up units 
to 
remain eligible for athletic 
competition at SJSU. 
Furthermore, it was found 
that
 
at least one 
student
 admitted giving 
Los Medanos a 
false  Richmond 
address, allowing him to not 
pay 
non -residence fees. 
Questions about 
Livers  and his 
future at SJSU were appropriate 
given this 
context
 and do not 
represent "racist attacks." 
The fact 
that those involved 
were athletes, that 
most  of them 
were black, and that Livers is black, 
had no bearing
 on what questions 
were asked. -fhey would have
 been 
asked even if the 
students
 were lily 
white 






 long as the 
answers




































 is upon us. 
Though 
we  are stil enjoying 
summer's leftover sunshine, we 
must not forget that in a month and a 




rain which causes 
puddles which, when stepped in, wet 
the feet. 
But wet feet are 
the  least of 
one's worries at 
SJSU during rainy 
season. The biggest problem this 
time of the 
year is the loss of 
pedestrian rights to walkways. 
Lori Hayes
 is a 
Spartan 
Daily reporter. 
We need not fear a takeover by 
cyclists. No, this is not UC-Davis; 
biking is prohibited here. 
What we 
must
 watch out for is 
the four -wheeled, metal, motorized 
Cushman Cart. 
They are not 
prohibited. 
The Cushman Cart stands 
about  
five 
and  a half feet high and is 
about 
seven
 feet long and four feet 
wide.  It 
is often yellow













machine,  but 









 on cold wintery
 
mornings. 
The cart is 
















 of its 
quiet  nature, 
the  
Cushman  cart
















































 are not 
wide  enough
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feet or his rights. (Note: Cushman 
Carts are slow moving vehicles, so a 
pedestrian's loss of life from impact 
with a cart is unlikely, although 
possible).
 
The pedestrian concerned about 
his well-being will 
probably yield to 
the humming yellow vehicle. It is not 
wise to yield over 
willing, however. 
The cart operator should know that 
the pedestrian is totally ticked off at 
having to walk on the
 grail. 
During the spring, 
walking
 on 
the grass can be a pleasure, 
especially barefooted. However, 
winter is 
approaching.  
Winter's grass is brown and 
sparce. Winter's grass is also wet. 
Winter's wet grass is slippery, very 
slippery.  
Worse than wet feet from being 
forced to walk in the grass ( and 
hidden puddle I is a wet body and 
muddy clothes from falling on the 
slippery 
grass.  
Worse yet, is the humilitation
 a 
pedestrian suffers looking up to see 
other pedestrian 
faces  hiding their 
smiles and eyes that quickly look 
away. 
Meanwhile, the Cushman 
Cart 
hums along the 
walkway  to its 
destination,





 lucky pedestrian will never 
be caught at winter time with a 
Cushman Cart at his 
heels. It is 
always in  the 
best
 interest to walk 
behind a 
cart
 and, if it seems right at 
the time 
to hop on the back and get a 
ride




Carts cannot share the 
same walkway, during winter 
Cushman
 Carts should be prohibited 
during  the hours when most students 
are at 
school,  or they should form a 





































concerned  a 
Monday 
discussion




and  whether 
or not I 
had  
asked
 him to 
































 San Jose 
State?  - 
which 














It is important to 
note that just 
prior to  
being  asked 




















maintained  in the 
face




one hand, the 
reporter 




I intended to 







 on the heels
 of 
this I was struck with a 
question that 
perhaps I 
should  take a 
look
 at the 




be a black employee. 
It was in this 




might have had racial
 overtones. I 
intended no 
reference to any 
of the 
articles  which have 
been written 
already on 
Spartan  athletics. 
I in-
tended




In addition, I was 
asked  by a 
Spartan 





 athletics was 













 toy I 
owe Norm 12 Twousekio!  
were his,
 not mine. My response was 
that no one had asked
 what positive 
reasons  there might 
have
 been for 
black athletes to seek Mr. Livers as 
an 
instructor.  
Questions that are not asked
 are 
sometimes
 among the most im-
portant.
 If someone had asked
 me 
what positive reasons there might 
have been for the athletes to sign up 
for Mr. Livers' class, I would have 
pointed out that as a former athlete 
and 
now successful black coach, 
Larry Livers serves as a role model
 




 of the 













 is the representative 
voice 
of the 
students, it has had
 a record of 
consistent 
repression  of the very 
body they 
are established to 
.represent. 
An 
excellent example of the
 
repressive nature 
of the AS. 
Council, in 
terms of the 
function
 of 
government, is the 
passage  of the 
"Code of Ethics" last Wednesday, at 
the AS. 
Council  meeting, 
with 
prevents a 




government as a 
representative of 
the people




 of a code of 
ethics
 is a direct 
contradiction
 of the 
progressiveness













 to a 
state of 
complete 
abandonment  of 
the  issue by 








 is a 








 my fellow 
University  Students 






been  handing 
me.  
Perhaps what is needed 
is a 
thoroughly  radical new 




















 There is 
one sport







































































































Even though we placed fifth in 
the inaugural PCAA championship 
meet that year against powerhouses 
like San Jose State 
and  San Diego 
State, that meet was still satisfying 
to me because of the 
coverage
 we 
got in our paper. Come to think of it, 
the coverage we got throughout
 the 
season made two-a -day workouts 
with no social life worthwhile. 
I think the 
San Jose State 
University cross country team 
would appreciate some coverage in 
the school paper as our team did 
then. 
John T. Kajiwara 
Instructor.





We feel the 
brothers of Alpha 
Tau Omega 
Fraternity
 have been 
served 










 of the in-
tramural
 football season, 
the Daily 
ran two articles 
which were cen-
tered
 around our 
organization.
 The 
first, was a 









other, was a three
 sentence article, 
buried
 in the middle of the
 Daily, 




Is this consistent and 
justifiable  
reporting? We 
think not! If the 
outbreak of a fight during 
in-
tramurals
 is worthy of front page 
reporting, than why 
isn't  the win-
ning of a football championship? 
Perhaps a fight
 is of more 
significance to the student body than 
a championship. If so, why didn't
 the 
Daily report the outbreak of other 
similar instances which occurred 
during the football season? 
We feel these two 
articles
 give 
an indication as to the Daily's 
priorities in reporting news. If it's 
bad news it's big news. If it 
involves
 
conflict and controversy it makes 
front page news, whether it concerns 
the majority of the student body or 
not! 
Professional
 reporting should be 
consistent in its presentation of 
similiar  events. If one fight is to be 
reported, they all should be. 
If you are to report the bad news 
about intra mu ra Is you should 
similarily report 
the good news. This 




 though the Daily is 
only
 a 
school  newspaper, a professional 


















































































reports accurately the statements of 
Provost Chenoweth, for 
these  were 
written and provided to Mr. 
Hastings. Yet he fails to adequately 
set the context which surrounds 
these statements 
As Hastings previously 
reported, our Town Meetings, the 
governing body of N.C., 
unanimously requested of Provost 
Chenoweth an explanation of 
decisions  regarding the non -
reappointment of Professors Clyde 
and McCormack to N.C. The ex-
planation was to be made in light
 of 
personnel decision -making 
procedures at N.C. Chenoweth's 
response was given on Nov. 6, as 
reported. In it he refused to 
address
 
the questioned dealons, dung-two --
factors as the basis f8r that refusal. 
First, Chenoweth
 said that no 
"individual" decisions would be 
discussed or explained. He 
would  not 
account at all for decisions contrary 
to the "advice" 
of either the 
students or the Personnel Com-
mittee (composed 
totally
 of tenured 
faculty). This refusal to account - 
even to the Personnel 
Comittee!  - 
was 




 We had,  however, 
clarified that our request asked not 
for 
information  regarding the merit 
of the professors, etc., but
 only an 
accounting of his apparent violation
 
of 
personnel  decision procedures. He 
nonetheless 
disclaimed his 
obligation to give account
 of these 
matters. This total absence of ac-
countability 
alarmed the N.C. 
community. Hastings failed to 
mention that 
"accountability"  was a 
major issue discussed. 
Second,




decisions at N.C., stating that Dean 
Sasseen makes 





 totally on Dean 
Sasseen.
 
So my response, 
misquoted,  was 
"Perhaps 
we
 should be asking Dean 
Sasseen to 
give
 an accounting for his
 
decisions not to 
follow the N.C. 
recomendations."  To me, 
Sasseen's  
alleged role






 for thesf 
apparent  violations. 
Hastingf 
reports me as asking for an ad, 
ministrative 
review of Sasseen and 
Chenoweth. I did not ask for such. 
However,  after Chenoweth's 
remarks, the 
meeting continued, as 
Hastings reports. 
Disappointment  in 
Chenoweth's response
 was voiced, 
and there was time 
for tentative 
proposals for action. I suggested 
that a resolution, citing our 
"disappointment," 
the  violation of 
"collegiality," etc., followed by 
some call for action such as "a 
request  for an administrative 




by the Town 
Meeting.  
I said 
that I had 
one worded, 
but  that such 
proposals
 should 
come  from 
student
 













not  too 
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B) Katherine Hamilton 
Ravi Shankar used to 
be known for teaching 
former Beatle George 
Harrison how to play the 
sitar. Today, he says his 
greatest desire is to 
divorce himself
 from that 
image.
 





classical Indian music 
tomorrow 
night at the San 
Jose Center tor the Per-
forming Arts. Ac-
companying him 





(two-piece  drum ) 
player
 
today. In the background 







"What  happened in the 
'60s  
was
 very interesting and 
all that, but 
many  people 
have the impression that 
my music is rock and I 




that his music had any 
influence
 on the music of 
that time. In any case, he 




had nothing to do 
with my music," the 
classical sitar player 
repeatedly stressed. 
"In the '60s it was just 
a fad," he explained. 
'They ( rock musicians) 
were superficially trying to 
use the
 sitar for sound - 
like most of the electric 
instruments. 
It was not 





"I know many young 
musicians of that period 
who were interested in 
trying to use my music 





these musicians, like Tom 
Scott and 
Don Ellis, are 
classical, western classical 
and jazz trained 
musicians," he said. "They 
approach my music as 




music career at the age of 
10 when 
he
 joined his older 
brother Uday's group. 
As a member of "Uday 
Shankar's Company of 
Hindu Dancers and 
Musicians," he performed
 


























through many facets of the 
entertainment
 world. 
Although deeply rooted 




"There  are different 




 "Some of it is deeply 
religious.






 are all 
different 
emotions," he noted. 
Because 
his music is 
classical, he said, it can be 
played 
and enjoyed at any 
time, in any era. 
"My music is what 
it is 
and will 
be," he stressed. 
It
 stays on ...
 it is not a 
momentary thing,
 not a 
fad. 
"I 





format,  but 
that
 does not 
change the 
classical 
roots," he stressed. 
Shankar has lectured
 






























 and for 
several 
ballet 






mythical  ballets. 




Family  and 
Friends,'  
one  side 
is 
















 a newsletter sent
 
out from the San 
Jose 
Theater Guild. 


























 to be 








purely classical," he said. 
Anyone coming




any kind of 

























































(who  also 
sings 
















goal:  to get 
out. 








anything -for -a -buck 
type of 
guy. Cosmo is the in-

















movie  takes 
place  












































TicketsStudents 46.50 Advance. $7.50 Door 
General $7.50 Advance.
 $8.50  Door 
Available at SJSU 
Business  Office, BASS. 
Galactic Zoo Records, San 
Jose Box Office 
and  Santa Cruz Box Office 
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money -making schemes. 
At the beginning it was 
difficult to like 
the hard-
nosed, loud -mouthed 
Cosmo, but towards the end 
of the movie he proves 
himself a sensitive, loving 
brother.
 
New  to the screen, but 
not
 to fighting, Conalito 
does an excellent job 
portraying Cosmo's 
younger brother Victor. 
The 24 -year -old Conalito, a 
professional boxer trained 
by Angelo Dundee, plays a 
soft spoken gentle giant. 
Victor is grappled into 
the ring by his two 
manipulating older
 
brothers. Victor's simple 
dream is to marry his 
girlfriend 
Susan Chow 
( Aimee Eccles) and live in 
a houseboat in New Jersey. 
Lenny is 
the bat-
tlescarred veteran whose 
heroics have seemingly 
cost  him a ticket out of 
Hell's 
Kitchen.  Arssante 
plays the despairing un-
dertaker's assistant who 
has given 
up on life and 











 varied as the 
brothers. 
Victor's  Susan is 
patient and
















with  a 
heart of gold 
whose only 
ambition is to love and be 
loved by 


















Hell's  Kitchen 
faces,  such as 






















 performance as 
Big 
Glory,  a worn-out 
wrestler. 
In one touching 
scene on Christmas Eve
 he 
puts 
a lump in the 
viewers 
throats 






was as good if not better 
than the acting. Street 
scenes 
were  filmed with 
star, unyielding reality. 
In an 
early scene of an 
arm wrestling 
match 
between Frankie and 
Victor, faces
 floated in and 
out  sweat 


























 zoology and geology can ex-
plore the natural history 
of Baja California in a 12 -day 
field study beginning Jan. 3. 
The trek 
will begin in Punta Banda, south of En-
senada, with an exploration of the Pacific coastline. From 
there the
 expedition will move eastward to San Felipe and 




 canyon and desert environments




 skin diving, fishing,




The caravan will conclude 
Jan.  14 at Joshua Trees 
National Monument. 
Cost of the program ranges from $110 to $125 
depending upon credits selected. Three credit options are 
available. Applicants should allow an additional $100 for 
food, camping and transportation expenses. 
For further 
information contact
 Field Studies in 









 will perform in the Men's Gym 
Thursday at 9 
p.m. Gabriel is noted for his work 
as lead vocalist and 
songwriter for Genesis. He 
left Genesis 
after the release of the group's 
"Lamb 
Lies  Down on Broadway  album to 
pursue
 
his own career. Tickets are available
 at the A.S. 
Business Office.
 Cost is $ 6.50 in advance, $7.50 
at the 















By Tom Lazarakis 
"The Wiz," a modernized all -black 
remake of "The Wizard of 
Oz,"  makes the 
1939 
classic





Costumes,  makeup, 
sets and 
choreography




"The  Wizard of Oz" 
had  to 
offer. 
The meaning
 of the film - 
we have 
within ourselves
 the seeds of whatever
 we 
want  to be - is 






 follows the same 
story 




 the land of Oz with her three
 
companions" there
 are several dif-
ferences. Dialogue is 
more hip and there 
are also some comic scenes. 
The film has moved from turn -of -the -
century Kansas 
to
 modern New York. 
Dorothy (Diana Ross), a young 
woman  of 
24, is a school teacher living in Harlem. 
After 
a family dinner, Dorothy takes 
out the garbage and Toto rushes ahead of 
her into a  
fierce New York snowstorm. 
Dorothy is caught in the 
middle of the 
snowstorm
 clutching Toto when a tornado
 
moves 
down  125 St. and' sweeps Dorothy 
away to 
the  land of Oz. 
Creating  the land of Oz in New York 
was a masterful
 stroke by director Sidney 
Lumet. The Emerald City, home of the 
Wizard, was shot at the World Trade 
Center complex. 





used creatively to 
give a sense of reality to this fantasy film. 
These sets outdo "The Wizard of Oz" 
which was shot in a studio. 
In Oz, Dorothy meets the Munchkins, a 
large cast of dancers and 
singers  who do a 
fabulous routine




 eventually meets her com-








Traveling down the yellow brick road 
(actually yellow floor covering 
(the
 group 
sings "Ease on down the road," one of the 
hit songs of the movie. Conipared to 
"We're off to see the Wizard," this song is 
much more creative. 
The songs in this newer version - 
many more than in the original - are very 
catchy. Some could even stand alone 
as 
songs on the radio. 
Criticism has been
 aimed at Lumet 
who chose Diana Ross to play Dorothy. I 
find the criticism lacking. 
Ross is exceptional as the shy school 
teacher. Emotion just seeps out of her. 
Movie Review 
Her 
singing  was especially 
moving.  In 
the last song of 
the movie, "Home," Ross 
sings it with such 
feeling
 that only the most 
callous 
bumpkin could avoid being 
moved.  
Michael Jackson, a 
member of the 
Jackson
 Five, was surprisingly talented
 as 
the Scarecrow. 
I didn't expect much from 
this novice actor, but he 
played  the part of 
the stumbling scarecrow as well as 
Ray 
Bolger did in 
the  original. 
One of the 
highlignts  of the film occurs 
in Evillene's (the 
wicked  witch) sweat-
shop.  After Dorothy takes 
care
 of Evillene 
(Mabel 
King),
 the workers 
rejoice and 
begin to sing 
and dance their joy. 
Dorothy, 
Scarecrow,  Tinman 
and Lion 
join 
them in the fast paced number, 
"A 
Brand 
New Day." The dance 
routine 




Spry athletic dancers jump and twirl 
across the sweatshop floor in such a way 
that
 it makes you want to join them. 
"The Wiz" is more 
enjoyable than  the 
original mainly because of the energy on 









become  a 
classic  for the next 
generation.
 
"The Wiz" is 
now playing at several 
theaters 





at holiday show 























mimes, piano players, 
carolers,  tight -rope 
walkers











































































































 the experience of 
SJSU's  
veteran
 team was 
the
 difference as the 
Spartans  prevailed in 
three  
close  one -goal decisions.
 
With  its win in 
Regionals,













Also advancing along 








 with 1-2 
records, 





 to the 
Nationals















"They  played 
very  well. 
Our












Sit .  I - 
I in.













SJSU opened play 
Friday morning with a 2-1 








 Macfarlane, the 
Spartan's leading scorer 
this season with 17 goals, 






later  that evening, it was 
Macfarlane 
again 
providing  the goal that 
gave SJSU a 1-0 win.
 
Saturday morning's 
contest with Long 
Beach  
was the most exciting 
match of the weekend,
 and 
the Spartans survived a 
late 49er rally to win 4-3 
behind two goals by An-
nette Espinosa.
 
SJSU started quickly 
as it built a 3-0 lead on goals 
by Espinosa, a penalty 
stroke by Macfarlane and a 
goal by freshman forward 
Sue Williams. 
Long Beach got back in 
the game by effectively 
using its penalty
 corners. 
David, Long Beach's 
standout forward, has 
scored three 
of the six 
goals allowed by SJSU this 
year. 
The $JSU-Long Beach 
match was the 
crucial 
match as 
far as second 
place was 
concerned.  
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author
 of 
"The Last Unicorn" 
and 
"A Fine and Private Place' 






at 8:00 p.m. 
420 Town & Country Village San Jose 
Stevens Creek at Winchester 243-6262 









17,  1978 8 p.m. 





















 SOFT DRINK 
Good








Santa Clara St . 
between
 8th and 9th 
Open
 11 00 8 00 Mon 
Sat 
..92 2882 







because  of 
the 
goal differential




needed to beat 
SJSU or lose 
by less than 
three goals to 
capture  second






 the 49ers, 
Berkeley 










































By Keith Kropp 
SJSU's 
women's  volleyball 
team moved one step 
closer toward a berth in 
the 
AIAW Regionals with a 
convincing
 victory over 
CSU-Fresno  15-3, 
15-6,  15-11 
Friday night at Spartan 
Gym. 
The three game sweep 
marked the 
seventh
 time in 
league play this 
year
 the 














at University of Santa
 
Clara and Thursday night
 
at University
 of Pacific. 
Against Fresno,
 the 
Spartans  controlled the 
match  from the outset, 
playing
 a relatively error-
free match. 
The  win gave 

















 as good 
passing. 
Ward praised




Wyatt, who is 
replacing  the 
injured Jan 
Baszak.  
"Linda played a good 
defensive game
 tonight, I 











Sonya Satre,  Wyatt, Angie 
Papangellin




 by Donna 









Because of their 10-0
 NCAC 
record,





in that tournament. 
Eight teams will reach 
the Regionals and
 it will be 
a 
double  elimination 
tournament.
 Some of the 
other 
teams that 
will  likely 
appear
 at Davis will be 
UCLA, 
Pepperdine  
University and UC-Santa 
Barbara.
 University of 
Hawaii, 




a bye and 











State  junior 
varsity








The Stanford Daily 
newspaper 
staff  scored a 
touchdown
 on the last play 
of the game to 
defeat the 








will  try to 
even their
 record this 
Saturday against the 
Ad 
Staff. The game 
will  be the 
Spartan Daily's 
first  home 
game. 
SJSU JV's 
finished  its 
season with a 13-3 record. 
The JV's were 
undefeated  
against competition. Its 
only three losses came to 





 quarterback Ed 
Luther  releases one of 
his  5 pass attempts, 
while  James Tucker (31
 and 
Gilbert Martinez 
supply  pass protection.
 Luther completed 
31

















By Mike Barnhart 
STOCKTON - Those 
few 
hundred  spectators, 
the ones who filed out of the 
Pacific Memorial Stadium 
three  minutes early 
Saturday evening, should 
kick themselves - they 
missed the game. 
They not only missed 
the conclusions of the SJSU 
record -breaking per-
formances by quarterback 
Ed Luther and
 wide 
receiver Rick Parma, they 
missed an amazing 
Spartan 
comeback which 
reached its crescendo 
when  
Luther's 5-yard pass found 
Parma alone in 
the end 
zone, 
with  no time showing 
on the clock, to pull out a 
33-31  victory over the 
University of the Pacific. 
The 
win evened SJSUs 
record at 5-5 ard improved 
its league slate to 3-1. A 
victory over 
CSU-Long  
Beach, at home Dec. 2, 
will 
earn the Spartans a share 
of the PCAA championship 
with Utah State. 
UOP, which had to 
return the coveted Victory 
Bell
 to 
SJSU,  finished 
league play at 3-2 
and 







 with 1:15 
left  in 











Luther threw three straight 
passes for first 
downs.  He 
threw 28 yards to Parma 
and 29 yards to Kevin Cole 
on fly patterns up the left 
sideline. Cole had to make 
a diving catch. 
The Luther
 tossed a 12-
yarder to Parma
 for a first 
down 
on the 
PAcific  9 
with  
:47 left. After I.uther"s
 
quick -out attempt 
to 
Parma fell incomplete, 
James 
Tucker  hauled in a 
short pass 
at
 the 5. 
SJSU called its final 
time-out with :07 left. 
Luther's
 third down 
pass was thrown behind 
Parma, incomplete. On 
fourth -and -goal from the 5 
with four ticks 
left
 on the 
clock,
 I.uther dropped 
back, but couldn't find his 
primary receiver. Just as 
two Tigers were about to 
pounce on him, he unloaded
 
the ball to Parma in the 
back of the end zone for the 
win. 
"The ball was right 
there," 
Parma said of 
the 
pass. "I didn't know the 
defender had
 fallen down 
at the time. I just had to 




UOP defensive back Stan Shibata 
intercepts an Ed Luther pass intended 
for 
Stacey Bailey. The 
play would have  been a TD if 
















Parma, according to 
Luther, 
was the primary 
receiver  on the previous 
play,  but was secondary 






Rick,"  1.uther 
said,  
-and, in the 
huddle,  Stacey 
Bailey said 
he





 play I was 
looking for 
Stacey. He was 




 who completed 
31 
of




 record 12 
catches, said this 
was  their 
finest game as 
Spartans.
 
"This was my 
best 
game by far," I .uther 
exclaimed. 
"What a great win," 
Parma said, "we knew we 
could pass on them and I 
was fortunate to catch a 
bunch of passes." 
Luther,
 who was in-
tercepted four times, in-
cluding 




play  of the of-
fensive line was 
the dif-










line  was holding 
up in the 
waning moments 
because 
it had confidence 
in me. So. I had to come 
through."
 
Pacific scored on its 
first drive of the game 
when quarterback Bruce 
Parker threw 32 yards to 
Steve Click. 
The
 Spartans tied the 
game when Luther hit 
Parma in 
the right corner 
of the end zone from six 
yards
 out with 12:47 left in 




 a 49 -
yard,
 9 -play drive with a 5
-
yard 





the Tigers a 
14-7  halftime 
margin. 
After  Phillips upped 
the score
 to 28-7 with a 
2 -
yard 
run  in the 
thir-
dquarter, 







 and 31 
completions  




 of 28, engineered 
touchdown 
drives of 71, 55, 
66 and 78 yards during the 
final 18 
minutes of the 
contest. 
The Spartans scored on 
a 15 -yard pass from Luther 
to Parma
 with 2:51 
remaining in the 
third  

































right  end 
for a 











with  1245 
to play 
'Die touchdown was set 
up
 by a fake field goal play. 
On a fourth -and -five 
situation at the Tiger 10, 
holder C. Williamson
 threw 
a pass to kicker H. 
Williamson,  who broke a 
pair of tackles and gained 
an SJSU first down on the 
Pacific 3. Cole scored two 
plays 
later.  
After an exchange of 
punts, Pacific drove 45 
yards to the Spartan 11, 
thanks to a 29 -yard aerial 
from Parker to Mike Colton 
and Colton's 9 -yard run. 
The Spartan
 defense, 
led by C. Williamson, 
Rayford Roberson and 
Willie Nevels, dug in and 
halted the drive, forcing 










waste  any time. After 
Lowell Thomas returned
 
the kick-off to his own 34, 
Head coach Lynn Stiles 
again went to his 
gimmick 
bag. 
I.uther pitched out to 
Leroy Alexander, who 





and  winged the 




 a bomb to Bailey, 
who was wide 
open  down 
the left sideline. 
Bailey finally was 
tackled by Sterling Bruner 
on the Pacific 4. 
It took four
 plays to do 
it, hut Luther finally scored 
on
 a sneak from 
the one -
foot line 
behind center Gil 
Martinez' block. 
Tucker's




 the Spartans 
were 




 for two, 
because a field goal then 
would have won it," Stiles 
said afterwards, "no way 
we
 were looking for a tie. 
As far as the PCAA goes, a 
tie would have been a loss 
for  us." 
The Spartans got the 
ball back
 with 3:26 left 
after the defense forced 
Pacific to punt for the ninth 
time. 
Luther,  however, was 
intercepted on 
first down 
by Bruner, who returned 
the ball to the SJSU 38. 
After Colton took a 
Parker pass for the first 
down, the book seemed to 
be 
closed on the Spartan 
comeback bid. 
Phillips,  who led all 
rushers with 134 yards, 
fumbled on the next 
play.  
Richburg
 recovered and, 
well 
everyone  knows what
 
happened then. 
"I 'n1 so proud our
 team 
took 
advantage  of the 
opportunities," a 
teary -
eyed Stiles said 
in
 the 
jubilant locker room. "I've 
seen teams with twice
 the 
talent  fall over in the 






We just showed how 






































By Erik Sjobeck 
It must be 
Christmas 
time at 
Blue  Note records. 
Blue Note, 
perhaps  the 
most famous jazz recor-
ding 
company
 in America, 
has issued four two
-record 
albums in what they say 
will  be a continuing series 
of jam classics. 
The four albums in-
clude 
many  of the finest 
jazz musicians 
of the 
previous two decades, a 
prime creative 
period  in 
modern jazz. 
The recordings feature 
studio 























may  be 
easy,














Christmas,  you say, 
but I'll 








 that while the 
records were free, he had 
to invest $55 to buy a turn-
table to listen to them. 
I conclude it 

















































-man,  leader 
and 
drummer,  
Blakey  has 
said, 
"I
 don't play 

















 Clara Valley? 
The frightening
 prospects 
are  the theme 
of 
"American 









 action of the 
play occurs in 
Civil War-
time 
Georgia,  according 





 in the 
two eras of 
then
 and now. 
"Who












 element of the 
production  is 
the effect 
it
 has on each of 














have  been 
performing  for 
three  years, 
before 
Proposition  13 
dried  up money












Won"  to 
an off-Broadway
 theater in 
New  York. 
The 
company  overcame
 a lack 
of publicity 
and 
early  small 




and by doing 
their own 
publicity
 "on the 
street" 
according  to 
cast
 members. 
Their  efforts 
eventually
 drew full 
houses.  
Jenkins
 said the 


















 alone are 










 in our 
valley, 
there  is no 
hope for 

















Matinees  are 
scheduled 




and  18. 
Tickets
 are $3 
general 
and  $1.50 
for  studnets












Box  Office. 
Baroque String Ensemble, free 




Chalk  Circle" by GIG 8 p.m.
 Wednesday 
through Saturday
 in the University Theatre.
 Students, 
$1.50, General
 $3.50 at the Theatre Arts
 Box Office. 
Crystalline Glazed Porcelain show 
by John Kent 
Baker at the Union Gallery 
today through Dec. 8. Open 
10:30 a..m. to 4 
p.m.  Monday through Friday and
 Wed-
nesday 
and  Thursday, 6 to 8 
p.m. Free. 
"Art Zones" 
environmental  sculpture by 
Leland 
Fletcher
 at the Union Gallery 
today  through Dec. 8. He 
will also display "Line"
 exhibit at 10:30 a.m. Tuesday 
at 
the S.U. Amphitheater. 
Sukay, 
South  American folk music group, 12 noon
 
Wednesday
 at the S.U. Upper Pad (or 
amphitheater). 
Performance
 also at 7 p.m. at 
Hoover Hall. Free. 
Peter 
Gabriel  at the SJSU Men's Gym 
Thursday, Nov. 
16 at 9 p.m.
 Students $6.50 in advance,
 $7.50 at the door, 
General, $7.50
 in advance, $8.50 at 
the door. Call for more
 
information,  
277-2807  or 
277-3228.  
LOCAL 
David Maxim: Sail Construction, painted and dyed 
fabric and wood. Begins tomorrow and runs through Dec. 
9 at WORKS Contemporary Art. Gallery hours, noon to 4 
p.m. Tuesday
 through Saturday. 
Southside Johnny and the Asbury Jukes 8 p.m. tonight 





 piano, Tuesday 
at the Eulipia 
Crepe  
Cafe.  9:30 p.m. 
Camera
 One: "Eduardo the 
Healer" and "Chac" 
tonight; 
"The
 Story of C.G. Jung" and 
"Face to Face With 
Dr. Jung" 
tomorrow  through Friday; 
and "The Magus" 
and "F For 
Fake"  tomorrow and 
Wednesday.
 $2 students, 
$2.50 non -students.
 Call the theatre






















































 who is 
anybody in jazz. Tom-tom 
roll -outs are his 
trademark. Support is 
what he gives, and his 
sidemen have consistently 
gone on and become 




record set is a 
major 
historical  find. It presents 
three 
tunes  from a 1954 
session
 at Birdland. 
The club
 on New 
York's Fifty 



















Parker,  was a 
mecca  for jazz. 
The quintet
 features 
the late Clifford Brown
 on 




Horace Silver piano, 
Curley Russell bass, 
and 
the ever -driving Blakey 
on
 
was murdered by his wife during 

























































Shorter's  "Ping 
Pong"  and the classic 
"It's 
Only a Paper Moon,"
 







his  national 
debut  at the age 











While Hutcherson and 
Hancock stand out on the 
earlier session, the 











 Mclean could be 
called the bridge
 between 
Charlie Parker's alto and 





















































































































































































































 for the 
noise  to 







soloist  on 
"Night
 in Tunsia" 
to his 
death at the
 hands of his 
common-law
 wife during a 
gig in New 
York
 in 1972, 
Lee Morgan

















in 1963. He was
 34 when he 
was murdered. 
Morgan is presented 
here in two studio
 dates 
with  sextets in 1967 
and  
1969. They are composed of 





piano,  Ron 
Carter  bass, 
Billy Higgins 











































friendship  of 
the two 




















Billed  as a 
high
 rolling 
adventure  story 
of
 friend-
ship,  the book is actually 
much 
more. 
"It is an 
existential 
novel,"
 the author said
 
"Gene
 is trying to avoid the 
reality of 
Morris' death and 
yet he is forced to 
carry  






flashbacks to his 
childhood. 
As an 
adventure  only, 
the
 novel seems un-
balanced.
 The flashbacks 
are too long, the 
present  too 
hard to get a grasp on. 
According  to Hannah, it is 
intentional.
 




promise, Gene has no real 
contact with
 death, the 
author 
explained.  But he 
can't handle it. He is forced 
to spend the majority of his 
time trying to escape the 
reality by reverting to 
thoughts 
of his childhood. 
But, Hannah said, as 
the novel progresses, Gene 
can no longer do this and 
the 
flashbacks  get shorter 
as 




Outside of the 
philosophy,
 the novel 
submerges the
 reader into 
the 
adventures 
of two boys 

































one plane it is 
a 
novel 
of two unlikely 
friends. 
Gene,
 the semi -affluent 
one from the 
town, lives 
with 
his father, mother and 
bachelor 
uncle,
 Virge. All 
three 
at
 one time try to 
save him from 










 the wrong 
side
 of town. His father is 
a 
drunk, 
his  mother takes in 
laundry to try 
and support 
her family,



















































 majority of the novel 
avoiding his family. Only 
rarely is Gene allowed to 
enter that part of Morris' 
life. 
Morris is the teacher, 
in a sense. He teaches Gene 
how to steal, to smoke and 
to fight - and about life in 
general.  
"Morris is the 
kind of 
person that introduces you 
as 
a child to the harsh 
realities of the 
world,"
 
Hannah said. "There is 
always someone like 
Morris who knows what 
said 
the first shipment of 
about 15 books 










The book is 
en-
tertaining 
and well done. 
The flashbacks




 The reader 
gets a well 





















































































































which  will run 
from 8:30 





is $41 for the two 
days. 
Further 
information  is 
available







 he said, "so I grab 
all the philosophical works 
and pore 
through  them 
with delight." 
Writing,  for him, is fun 
and challenging. 
"It's 90 percent work 
and 10 percent in-
spiration," he said. 
It requires a certain 
amount
 of discipline and 
organization." 
sound. 
McLean always swung 
and was professionally 
tight. 
"Jazz is party music," 
he said. 
Presented
 here for the 
first time are two studio 
I 





however,  works 
in invoking a timelessly 
Indian mood.












 (a new 
work in 
pnigress)  
Prestiotpa  by Sae JOSE. State 
00pei ^i ..'F'.26 1978 
San

















 ON TARGET 
AND 
11111,:t1{101'S.I'  
ine New Stsrker 
Bis for 




for  Beautiful 
Breakfasts:
 ten -grain sourdough
 
hotcakes  ... an entire 
bakery  of breads and 
buns.. . 
omelettes  bursting 
with
 fresh ingredients 
you  have to 
taste to 





 to get 
fruit juices. B 










how  breakfasts 
used to 


































































Entries are being 
mpted for the first an-
al Milpitas 
Turkey Trot, 
ited for Sunday, Nov. 
19 
a 6.2-mile 
course  in the 
tlipitas 
High  School 
area.  
Adidas 
and  Milpitas 
!h
 
are co-sponsoring the 
int








Paul  Perotti. 
Prizes will be awarded 
the winners of the five 
isions and other
 ran-

































$5 entry fee is 
required from all runners. 
We are
 hoping for 
1,000 runners," Perotti 
said. 
For more information, 
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 C VVolhamson.  
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Greg Massialas and Carlos
 





men's  foil 
division,
 leading 

















men's  foil action, 8-1. 
Scott Knies and Hichie Martinez both won a pair of 
bouts and  Donny Andrews took one





The epee team lost, 4-5, and women's foil fell, 3-6. 
Peter Schifren won two and Wayne Behrens and Hon 
Langer captured a bout apiece in epee competition. 
The win improved the Spartans' record NCAC to 5-0. 












A.S  office or 371 
6811. 
.LET New Fall 








 Ado Come 
see our new studio.
 1461 Park 
Ave. Si. 241 1300. 
17 TIME Work Set your own 
lours. Salaried 





average S400 5500 
monthly.  Call Dr. Jim Harper, 
Co op Education
 
Program  at 
277 3370, or 
Kevin  Sullivan. 
Marketing DOector at (408) 246 
1991. New England 
Life,  of 
Course!  
E FOC. M/F. 






previous  dancing necessary.
 















any given meeting which are
 
usually
 held in the Student 
Union.








and learn about themselves,
 
each other, and relevent social 
ssues. GM) is particularly
 
useful






 out or is new to the 
area, You are





you  can be 
*Wendt!
 All meetings are in 
the 
S.0





events tape or referral 
call 
298 -GAYS. 





 expedition in 












Wed..  Nov. I, the 
Hyatt 
-louse, 1740 N. 1st St., San Jose,
 
I p.m. For 
more  Info., or free 
:eta log, 
contact:  Adventure 
Center, 5540 College 
Ave.,  
Oakland, CA 





SIERRA CLUB offers 
rutdoor









 and cross 
:ountry  skiing. Meetings are 
uesdays at 
7:30p.m.  in the S.U. 
:ivadalupe  Room. 
10/31  
lalloween Party: 11/5 Angel 
sland; 11/11 or 
18 Sierra 









 Pilots Don't 
/et stuck with Hobbs 
time. Fly 
wet tech and save BIG money. 
Example 1975 Cessna 150's,  
113/hr. Least expensive way to 
WI
 
that coveted pilot license and 
ly with the eagles 
Largest  club 
n Calif. MANY SJSU 
members 
and 
instructors. Call our Reid
 
1111view






Flight  Center. 923.4171. 
'ED
 WHAT IS IT? Find
 out 6 
Jays a week 
at Mattson's 












 and command of 
latistical results Call 14151 
591 
023." 
NT 2 tickets to Dylan concert 
lame a price Call Al, 277 343 
DEMY of Ballet, daily,
 
$2. 
Ballet, Scottish, Modern. 2905 
Park Ave., Santa Clara 795 
5394 
_ 
13 MAJORS...be better pilots 
whether you are already in 
strument rated 
or
 working on it 
eow you
 




 our Pacer 
ft flight  simulators.
 Join our 
simulator
 club at a low student
 
'ate and










'ride " Air 
Simulator  Training 
:enter Reid 














ibligation 997 30117 
Delta 
Theta  
Phikeia  Car 
Rally
 




outside  Student 
Jnion SA pre sale, 5$ race ride 
Starts  




FOREIGN  CAR 






95128. 298 0624 










 CARD If we 
















CYCLONE  GT 
Hi
 Po 429 4 spd.,
 
411 






 Sunroof, new 
paint, 
rebuilt  top end, photos,  
exc. 






 Good Mileage. 
Good cond




238  1187 
71' V.W. Bug Super Beetle. Exc. 
cond 











vinyl  top, 
S2.200.




P/LI  w/'72 1600 engine 
and
 trans Exc gas 
mileage, 
very cheap to run. 
Make offer. 
Call Scott at 269 
3392. 
FREE MONEY. Truck pays
 for 
itself 
quickly.  Use it to haul 









w/cage,  $700/130 
Will  
consider terms.







DODGE  VAN. 




roof , carpet, 
More.  
Asking 01,500,




SOOT, good cond. 
Asking  
5800 or best







 289, 3 speed 
Many 





Pinto  Runab out auto trans, very 
good cond new brakes,  gas tank 
OK after 6 247 2332 
"56 OLDS 











 and trim 
excellent 
S750/best offer 224 
8461  
'68 FORD Station Wagon. good 










DEAR STUDENT, FACULTY AND 
STAFF.
 Your insurance needs. 
AUTO, HOME ,F IRE, HEALTH 
If you are not already with State
 
Farm, call for an appointment 
at my office or home and w 
set up a time convenient for yuu 
on campus, your home or 
MY
 
office.  Let's 






 for less 
money. CALL MORY STAR, 
253 3277 or 446 3649 
START SEMESTER RIGHT! 76 
MOB OD, AM/FM. 17.400 mi, 
excellent. 14450 
firm  Call Ron 
or 
Joan
 17071 538 0925, Santa 
Rosa  
BED and BOX SPRING. lull file, 
510  
ea Bedding 51 3/piece. 578 8015 
eVeS 
SHREDDED foatn--f:ulSber. 65 cents 
lb. 793 2954. 
WANTED TO BUY 
Dolls from 1960's 
to Antique. 371
 1363 
'78 YAMAHA XS 750,
 
2 dr.  9.000 
miles,




 mobile CB trans 
receiver 
Radio Shack T RC 452 
with antenna and cable. Superb 




FOR SALE: New Ciao 
Moped Runs 
excel 
. looks sharp Great 
for  
city travel 120plus 
mpg $450 or 
b/o. 
Call










ase. $400 992 2789 
clONLY 
Post 





Smaller  size 
All  
work
 fine. Round 
shoulders,  
mirrored 
fronts.  Are ap 
preciating
 well Fun to 








shotgun. 12 GA 
6 shot, never 
fired,
 
145, typewriter,  Royal
 
electric,  not 









green,  $10. 998 
8188  
74 
Volvo  station wagon. 
All  extras 
excellent
 cond. 




Geed Value, 2 Ildrtn
 









 campus. 90 percent 
financing at the 
cost of 7.7$ 
percent.
 567,000. Eves. 
965 3794 
PIANO: 1917.1550. 







 black body with 
35mm 12 11 















for  people 
looking
 for year 
round  extra 
income. 




15 to 20 hrs
 per  week. All
 you
 
need is a good knowledge of 
simple math
 and available to 
work either 
EARLY  MOR 
NINGS and 





and  apply 
Mon.
 thru Fri 
13,30 am 














Alexa Sather 2417575. 
FLEXIBLE








required. Call 287 
1749 for appt. New Horizons 
Nursing Resources,




sinder  seeks working 
band 
to blow some funky jazz 
and pop; 40 




Part and full 











 Work at home, no 
exp. 
necessary.  Exc. pay.
 Write 




07,  Dallas, TX 
75231. 
WEEKEND
 FUN II Earn in 2 days 
what most do in 5. Sat Sun 0100, 
300 easy. Customers




famous  non stick cookware at 
Flea Mart. HURRY!! 
Xmas
 
shoppers are here! Dan, 14151 
652.4400








nutrition -minded person to work 
food service
 at Sun 'N Soil 
Natural Foods. 
Call
 2878897 or 
come in at 245 
E. Santa Clara. 










 for school in 
San Jose 
We will
 train you but 
you need a 









 soon as possible 
TUTOR 
WANTED 
My two daughters seek female 








time Europe, 5 America, 
Australia, Asia. 
etc  All I ields, 
$500 1700 rno,  
expenses  paid, 
sightseeing Free info Write 
International Job Center, Box
 
4490 SB Berkeley Ca 94704. 
COLLEGE
 students 
needing  over 
0100 per week for 
part time 
work. F lexibR hours, must be 
neat, have car and phone Call 
Fuller Brush Co 
243 1171 for 
interview appointment
 
LOOKING for someone who enjoys 
working





paperwork for purchasing and 
special ordering. Train for Asst 




 hr wk . 
salary 







 help In 
Willow 
Glen 
area Experienced ar..1 
references 
03/hr  Call 267 5917 
after 
3 p m 
A THERAPEUTIC day care center 
for emotionally disturbed 
children, ages 39. needs 
volunteers. Morning hours 9 I. 
or afternoons 12:30 4,30,  Mon 
Thurs., Fri.
 101 Zonta 
Children's
 Center. 295-3581. 











Aoply  Oak 
Grove  School 
District, 
65431  Santa Teresa 
Blvd.. 5 J. 
SINGLE
 father with two daughters, 
5 and 10, would like to exchange 
free room and board for
 
or 
casional sitting and cooking. 225 
2101.  
PART TIME JOBS BIG MONEY. 







students o.k. Need sales reps for 
C P A/L 5 A T Cassette Home 




Inc.  Toll Free 1 






16th Ave.. Gainsv Me, Fl. 32604 
TEACH OVERSEAS: All fields,  all 
levels For details, send self 
addressed, stamped, long en 
velope to: Teaching, Box 1049. 
San Diego, 
CA 92122,  
WANTED: AS 
Intramural  director. 
Must  be able to work 20 
hrs,  per 
week and late al ternoons
 and 
evenings free to supervise spots. 
Apply at Student 
Programs  





children,  (school age) 
seeking
 hoe. SJSU






someone  to babyslt 









pm.  While I 
attend
 class Ref. 
requ.
 2741858 aft few
 
PHONE  SOL ICITER.
 86/hr to start. 
Eves., 
wknds.  Green 
Thumb  




EARN $4 an 
hour  take 
home
 pay 





 Food Store 
and Restaurant 
have a full time 
and 
2 
part time positions  
available
 in Food 
Service.  




 well as 





 at 287 
8887. 
PERSONS  to Slave 
over  hot stove. 
Immediate


















needs counters, benches and ski 
racks constructed. Wor I on 
campus, either on weekends or 




office of Student 






Child  to 












 1 blk from 
campus. 15$ So 
11th St. Great 
food, quiet study 
hrs.  $130/mo. 
Call
 279 9473 anytime. 
SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB 
Great guys and
 gals. fireplace, 





parking.  033 
per week share.  $45
 50 !wk 
single. 302 So 
11th
 St. 293 7374 












I AM a 
single father with a young 
son. In 
exchange  for 
free room 






cooking. Call 916 2362 after 6 
THE "world" has 
come  to San Jose! 







 are being taken now 
for the spring 
semester. Visit us 
at 360 S 
$
 
Street or call 217 
3690 
or 279 4575. Take your 
place  
in the 












 and Ref rig (new).
 
Interior just 
painted  5 17th St. 








ASTROLOGY CLASSES: Learn to 
calculate and interpret 
horoscopes in small per 





 teachers. Begin 
ning and Advanced levels 
available.  Call DONNICE at 292 
0986. 
IS it true that
 "knees" that look 
athletic 
score better than 
"pits?"
 Ask Mr. Shorts. 
I NEED a ride to
 
Si. from Santa 
Cruz one day a week. Call Dr 
Snyder,  277.3165. 
BATMAN: I don't associate nor do I 
acknowledge CREEPS IN 
TIGHTS. Go bother 
STREAKER! °ARM VADER 
S.U.2.Y.. Happy
 
Birthday! Be good, 
OKO? 5. Jr. will 
love you 
FOREVER,  
DEAR Patient and Waiting. More 
Into, please. Bubbles (I think?). 
I AM seeking a companion.
 I am 
handicapped and have a minor 
voice impediment.
 I like music, 
concerts and live 6 
blocks  from 
campus. Brian, 298 3308 
SEBES. You 
finally
 made it! Happy
 
belated birthday. Only 10 more 
weeks. Love always, Brian. 









Birthday  from 
the Markham Hall odd wing 
gang of 3rd floor. 






Illegitimi non carborundurnl 
MORRIS 
DEBBIE Pioske is 
the world's most 
awesome 
Pledge Mom! Love 
your 
twins.  Annette 
and  Marion 
ELECTOLYSIS 
CLINIC  Unwanted 
hair removed forever. Men and 
women 247 7486 
DEAREST Flower 
Bringer, 
Thankyou for the 
happiest 
birthday I 
ever  had. Love, 
TREE.  
TO 
LYNN (The Call  
It
 was a great 
dance.













































































One  Day 
Semester  






















Gift only YOU can give a 
beautiful 
color  Portrait to 





JOYCE G HOW THE 
HELL  R `IA? 
Saw 
ya
 in the 
DC Fri. Nov. 3. 
Remember Health Sc i. at DVC? 
STILL 








25,  want to 







3241  aft. 7. 
BRIAN 
Quack wears hiking boots 
while disco dancing on his 21st 
birthday,  
HAPPY 22 Brenda
 T Gladyour 
plants are thriving on your B D 
Barb 
and  Val 
IF YOU 
have
 love to give there are 
dogs and 
cats  who need it at the 
Humane 
Society of S.C. 296 2838. 
SIOUX,  





belief. Love, the spud and 46 
GRUMPY:





niversary. Love,  your cutle. 
PATIENT and WAITING: The 
times has come. II/16,6p.m.. 7 








TO THE 0C -Hi 
from  Month& Can't 
wail to see you
 and Waffe this 
weekend









- - - 
HAPPY Birtday Chunky Buns. Yip. 
Megan-Pegan
 and Susie. 
THE end of the SC  Valley 
approaches
 Nov. 1S18 S/D 103 
Be a survivor. GIG 
Blackbelt BLONDE 
SUNSHINE  
of 3rd floor Moulder: 
Hope  your 
knee gets 











Bringer.  Thank 
you for the happiest
 birthday I 
have ever had. 























 The finest wed 
ding  photography. call 
John 
Paulson
 at 269 
7937. 
FLUTE  and 










S20/mo. Call 207 5946 
TYPING AND
 CASSETTE 
TRANSCRIPTION  $1 page 
and 




 II KITTY 
CARTER 263 4125. 
TYPING Fast. 
Accurate,  and 
Reasonable
 too Try 




 Patty a: 
984 
1642 




receive a 7 
hour  consultation 
and 
portfolio  detailing
 a per 






per person,  out
 of a set of 5001. 
fabric and 
metal suggestions.  
make up 
colors,






how  to look at 
the  latest 
fashions and tell 
what
 sort of 
thing is yours 












Method  also 
discussed.
 
for men and women 
540 cons 
plete Call 
Carol  at 2472001, 
5 308 OOPM 
most  evenings 
mews 
TYPING Thesis,  







theses. resumes Prompt ser 
vice with 
accurar y guaranteed 
IBM Sel II 3279525
 





manuscripts  IBM 
Selectric Lop,











get up or don't 
hear the alarm?
 Let us Wake you 
up 297 3957 
TYPING 
FAST, ACCURATE. 
RELIABLE Term papers. 




 form and 
editing Turabian. Camp 
bell/ Balloo etc Call Barbara 
Morgan, 257
 2060. (No calls after 
9 30 
pm
 . please) 
LAUNDRY and DRY 
CLEANING  
10 percent
 Student Discount For 
all
 your laundry needs 
alterations, 
mending.  washing. 
ironing. Wash/fluff
 dry,  hung 
and/or folded 
40 cents,lb 




leathers, suedes. hats 
One day service Open 85 30, 
Mon Sat ACE 
LAUNDRY. 8th 
and E William (next
 to Togo's) 
793 7228 















term  papers, etc Fast set, 
75
 cents/pg Sheila,
 279 9129  
TYPING. Thesis, research papers. 











Call  Andrea. 923 
4711'
 
TYPING Reports, term 
papers.  
manuscripts
 Barbara  Weiman 
264 1758. 
MS
 ATLAS PRESS AND 
BOOKSTORE Offset printing 
and rubber 
stamps Gay and 
feminist books 
and records and 































p.m 9 p.m M F and 
10 5 
on 
weekends  PHONE 292 
6759 
or come by 122 E San Salvador 




I him k up from 
thew rence bldg 
PROF , cop typist



















warranty.  we 
specialize
 in custom loud 
Speakers for
 stereo. Music al 
instruments.  and PA We bin id 
to your specifications wince it 
price
 range you choose Or if V011 
prefer. 
select




 a listen before 




 mind For morc 
info, 
call 866 8969 
anytime and 







  1 
01 "  
, 







.  c 
vodeOga"
 













optional ' t 
parts 
and 
labor  F 
rite  ri 
t   
cleaner wi any 
system.
 
Ire.  s.  
up 
and 





































Pit For ipso 
OA! 
headphones. 










watt power booster, 
equalizer. 30,05 old.  
$81 Allan,  
287 7108 
SPEAKERS 
Brand new sonic two 
way, great sound,
 Still in 
original noses list 560 
ea must 








 fare war is on!! 
We 
represent 
all the options with no 
bias  Let us help 
you  with your  
plans It 
costs  you 




































books, Luggage,  maps. bark 
Pa 








Charter  Travel 
Specialists 
444 E William St 
110th  and 
Williams 
sts . down 
from 
Togo's).  San PAP. CA 




 Sat , 10am 3pm 
FREE 
ADVENTURE TRAVEL 
PRESENTATION  Himalayan  
trekktng,  
overland  ex 
ped.lion  in 
Africa.  Asia. South
 Arnerrca,  
New Zealand,  mainland 
China 
Sk ono 
in Europe and 
much 
more 




 174014 1st 
St
 . San Jose. 
8 pm For 









College Ave , 
Oakland. CA 
94618 14151 654 
1879 
PASSPORT
 and I D 
SPECIAL  Two 
121 In 
color or four ill black 
and 
white  




P500 JMJ Photography, 20 Paso 
de San 
Antonio.
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pubecetton  dates 
only  
 No refunds 
on
 conceited ads 
Page 8, 















































































 of gas 
pumped
 out of 
the 
ground  each 
day,  only 
500,000 comes out of the 
filters. 
The 










"essentially  the 
same
 as what 
PG
 and E 
calls natural gas." 
It has, 
he said,













 gas to 
heat 1,000 homes a year.
 He 
said when 
the fill is com-
pletely
 developed,
 with 18 
wells, 
it





landfill, he  
said,  can 
profitably 

















A search for a 
director  of 
community
 relations for 
SJSU, who
 will handle public 
relations  duties as well 
as
 
fund raising, has 





position, previously held 
byJournalism Professor 
Jim Noah 
until the end of last 
spring  semester, "works 
with
 communications media, 
community
 and government 
agencies,  and representatives 
of other universities," 
according
 to the university job 
description.  
Applications for the 
position,
 which offers a starting 
salary range of 
624,004435,064,  will be accepted 
until  Dec. 
31 with an 
appointment  to be 
made




 of the search 




L.H. Lange, Dean, 
School of Social 
Science;  
Robert Hosfeldt, 





Alumni  Association 
president;  Robert 
Murphy,
 SJSU athletics 




manager  of the San Jose




Wanda  Blockhus, 
associate











 Peg Major, 
public
 relations director at Santa















the EPA, he said, 
wants to develop every 
landfill in the Bay Area. 
In cost, he said, the gas 
compares favorably with 
natura: gas piped in from 
Canada but is still more 




traction is practical 
because it removes and 
uses potentially explosive 
gas from the
 ground that 







 this work has 




number  of private 
companies across the 
United States 








The  method was 
developed  for 
shallow
 
landfills,  he said, but 
can  
be used
 even more easily
 
with 




pressure  is 




 the gas would force
 its 
way out







what  was in the 
mid
-60s






him in good stead. 
"I feel 
I got a pretty 
good education 
there,"  he 
said. "In talking to other 
engineers.



















Talk  is 
cheap
 when it 
comes to 





































said he thought 












situated  in such 
a confined 
area. 
What  will 
occur,  he 
believes,




will  be 
constructed





















complex,  as 
an example
 of waste, 
when 
millions of 
dollars  that 
were 
spent on 







































 that any 
downtown 
redevelopment 
should  take 
into  account 
the  university 
and its 27,000 
students.  
Rather  than 
building a new
 bank, he 
would prefer to 





"I think SJSU as 
a 











 that he has not 
aligned himself with any
 
one  faction on the 
council,
 
though he did point

























"There are so many 
things to be done within the 
city of 
San  Jose," McEnery 
commented. "I don't think 

















interested  in 




should attend an in-
troductory meeting tonight 
to find out how they can 
earn college credits for 
their efforts. 
The meeting begins at 
7 p.m. In Education 
Building, room 120 and will 
include a film and a talk 
given by Susan Winton of 









and SJSU, will 
have mentally 
retarded  
residents from Agnew, 
Napa, Sonoma and
 
Stockton state hospitals 
competing in various 
sports events. Bud Winter 
Field, at SJSU's
 South 
Campus, will be the site of 
the Special Olympics. 
''It's the first 
time a 
state college rnd a state 
hospital have put on a 
special olympics," Winton 
said. 
There are no 
requirement
 for Special 
Olympics volunteers, 
according to Winton. 
"Students can
 earn one 
or three 




 involvement and 
time they 
want
 to put in it," 













































 and  
"Divertimento
 No. 3 in F 
 
Major, K.138" by Mozart. 
Featured soloists are  
Donal Grishaw, Susan Day 
and James Ikehara. 
 
 






at 8:15 p.m. tonight in 
Concert Hall. 























 Mtn r 4tol  
HEALTH
 NEWS 
13 Million Suffer 
from Migraine 
Migraine accounts 
for a frightful number of 
headaches,  and the 
number of sufferers in 
the United States alone 
is estimated at from 2 




Migraine  is the "sick 
headache" type -- class-
ically on one side of the 
head, but generally so 
severe as to leave you 
no choice but to 
suffer  
through it. There 
is nau-









other  odd 
symptoms.  
As many

























cases  allergy 
A seems to be 
involved  

















wound  up," a deliberate 
effort to relax and let 
things slide instead of 
maintaining the pres-






 helpful in 
avoiding migraines. 
But, once ^ 
nigraine  
has start 
euhere  is lit-
tle to do but































































































Volunteers earning one 
unit will attend 15 hours of 
training, and those who 
want to earn three
 units 
will have 45 
hours of 
training.  
Volunteers will receive 
leadership training, learn 




how to organize 
an event', 
according to Winton. 
Volunteers are also 
needed to 
help out with 
registration, and to be 
timers and ribbon givers.
 
Volunteers  will also 
conduct activities for 









calling  the 









poor  planning 
to 
confine 
all  these 
groups
 in 
one area, he 
added.  As a 
result,  crime 
has  increased 
from outsiders 
entering the 
area to prey 
upon
 half -way 
house patients
 and senior 
citizens. 
As a solution to the 
problem, McEnery said he 
would 
like to see some of 
these "homes" relocated to 
other areas of the city or 
county, such as Los 
Altos 
Hills.  However, he noted 
that the residents of outer 
lying areas would
 be 
strongly opposed to any 
such moves. 
On the subject of 
transportation, McEnery 
feels that any expansion 
of 
BART to the South Bay is 






 to runt or on,. 
 l,i 
.111% 








































































































































A charming guide 







Pick it up at your 
bookstoir or write: 
Pocket Books, 
Dept.  SP-, 
1230 Avenue of the 
Americas, New 
NY 10020. 









We're  expanding 
our
 horizons . . and 
we'd 
like to invite you to 







 a major Division






























and  Computer 
Scientists  with a 




 is among the 
best  
you'll
 find our educational
 assistance pro-
gram 
extremely  attractive: 
100% reimburse-
ment for 
tuition,  fees and 
books for work
 
related  courses. In 
addition,  we have a 
unique  
Work /College 
Program  which allows
 con-
tinuing education 
while  on a reduced work 
schedule. 
Interested? 
Let's  talk about it 
WE 











your  College 
Placement
 Office to 
arrange  interview.
 
BUT .. you 
don't  have to wait . .. 
you can 
visit our nearby
 facilities in Mt. View
 for a 
relaxed,
 informal discussion at your 
con-
venience,






























77 Ortega Avenue 
Mt. View, 
CA
 94040 
415/961-1000.
 
